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 Conducting Cross-site
 Studies: Lessons
 Learned from
 Partnerships between
 Scientists and
 Information Managers

 The field of ecology has expanded
 to include networks of sites and com

 munities of investigators carrying out
 modeling, synthesis, assessments,
 and long-term and broad-scale eco
 logical research. Thompson et al.
 (2001) emphasize how integration
 and collaboration are needed to meet

 the challenge of understanding eco
 systems, requiring "new ways of work
 ing together, new tools and greater
 access to an ever growing number
 of databases." To help meet this
 challenge, the National Center for
 Ecological Analysis and Synthesis
 (NCEAS) in Santa Barbara, Califor
 nia, provides a facility for scientists
 and information specialists to come
 together to conduct interdisciplinary
 studies (Ben-Ari 1998, Stanford and

 McKee 1999). We report on a dia
 logue, sponsored by the Long Term
 Ecological Research program, among
 ecological researchers and informa
 tion managers (Table 1) that focused
 on what leads to successful partner
 ships between ecological research
 and information management, par
 ticularly in the realm of broad-scale,
 long-term, cross-site synthetic re
 search.

 A key factor in the expanded fo
 cus on synthesis and modeling is
 the dramatic increase in the applica
 tion of computer science to ecology.
 This is a time of great opportunity
 as digital information explodes, band
 width increases, wireless technology
 permeates, and high performance
 computing and information technol
 ogy pervade science and society (P.
 Arzberger, personal communication).
 Based on past experience, partner
 ships are a way to accelerate the use
 of new technology.

 The LTER community has used
 several strategies to conduct cross
 site studies including: developing a

 multisite climate database (CLIMDB),
 conducting a standardized multisite
 decomposition experiment (LIDET),
 and compiling comparable estimates
 of aboveground net primary produc
 tivity (ANPP) across multiple sites.
 CLIMDB reorganizes site-specific
 climate data into a consistent format

 for cross-site studies (Henshaw et
 al. 1998, Baker et al. 2000), and is
 used extensively to access climate
 data. The LIDET study entailed elabo
 rate experimental and analysis pro
 tocols, including distributing com

 mon materials to investigate decom
 position rates at a variety of sites
 (Harmon et al. 2000). This study is
 ongoing, but results have demon
 strated the value of the initial efforts

 to ensure standardization. Knapp and
 Smith (2001) relied on communica
 tions with individual LTER scien
 tists to acquire and harmonize ANPP

 measurements that had been col

 lected independently over the past
 two decades. They were able to ob
 tain and analyze ANPP estimates
 from 11 LTER sites to show relation

 ships with climate drivers and veg
 etation types.

 A workshop entitled "Partnership
 between Long-term Ecological Re
 search and Information Management:
 Successes and Challenges" was held
 on 2 August 2000 at the LTER
 program's All Scientists' Meeting in
 Snowbird, Utah. A follow-up work
 ing group ("Advancing the Sharing
 and Synthesis of Ecological Data:
 Guidelines for Data Sharing and In
 tegration") met 14-16 June 2001 at
 the Sevilleta field station, New

 Mexico. We offer here some high
 lights of the presentations and dis
 cussions at these meetings.

 Participants in the workshop in
 cluded scientists and information
 managers from the LTER community
 and others doing synthetic research.
 They concluded that the major com
 ponents of a successful cross-site
 study include establishing a concise
 scientific focus, considering the so
 ciology of the process, and incorpo
 rating information management at
 all phases of the study. Although
 participants may have used different
 approaches (such as those described
 above), most incorporated these
 three major components to achieve
 their objectives. These points are ex
 panded on below, where the work
 shop presentations and discussions
 are summarized under three major
 questions.

 Table 1. Participants in the workshop and working group sponsored by the Long Term Ecological Research program.

 Meeting  Participants

 Workshop: "Partnership between Long-term Ecological
 Research and Information Management: Successes
 and Challenges," 2 August 2000

 Working Group: "Advancing the Sharing and
 Synthesis of Ecological Data: Guidelines for Data Sharing
 and Integration," 14-16 June 2001

 Organizers: Barbara Benson, Dick Olson, John Magnuson
 Panelists: Peter Arzberger, Jim Gosz, Bruce Hayden, John

 Helly, John Magnuson, Bill Michener, Susan Stafford

 Organizers: Barbara Benson, Dick Olson, Tim Fahey, Alan
 Knapp, Bill Michener, Kristen Vanderbilt

 Other participants: James Brunt, Stuart Gage, Don Henshaw,

 Mark Stromberg, John Vandecastle, Bob Waide
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 1) What leads to successful, syner
 gistic partnerships between research
 scientists and information manag
 ers?

 The following steps were identi
 fied in the workshop as common to
 most cross-site studies.

 Obtain adequate resources.?Ex
 perience indicates that synthesis work
 requires sufficient resources for data
 compilation and analysis, including
 having the information manager as
 part of the planning process from the
 beginning.

 Acquire data.?Because there are
 not any universal data-sharing poli
 cies or ways to provide recognition
 for sharing data within ecology, each
 synthesis project may need to estab
 lish ways to protect participants' in
 terests. Hopefully, more projects will
 require that the data and complete
 metadata necessary for data interpre
 tation be archived. The synthesis
 project can use multiple strategies
 for requesting data, e.g., multiple e
 mails and personal contacts. Often it
 is beneficial to provide guidance for
 preparing data (e.g., Cook et al. 2001).

 Harmonize data.?Synthesis stud
 ies most likely will need to address
 data that have been collected by
 many individuals using a variety of
 methods, often dependent on the
 year of measurement and biome type.
 Therefore, once the desired set of
 variables needed for the study is
 completely defined, the differences
 among data sources need to be
 evaluated. (Is the strength of signal
 or pattern stronger than differences
 in methods? Can methods be cross
 calibrated? Can recommendations be
 made for future work?) Often con
 verting to common units of measure,
 obtaining site locations (latitude/lon
 gitude/elevation with adequate accu
 racy), and defining standard names
 or codes to be used in the analysis
 are especially challenging. There is
 an art to using a variety of statistical
 and visualization tools to identify po
 tential data problems, including us
 ing relationships with process controls

 (e.g., climate) in the quality assurance.
 Many of these data-processing and
 management issues are addressed in
 detail in Michener and Brunt (2000).

 Produce products.?Analyzing the
 integrated data set is the ultimate
 goal; however, often this step becomes
 an iterative process, as more poten
 tial data errors are uncovered. Fortu

 nately, there is a growing set of avail
 able analysis tools: information man
 agement technology, geographic in
 formation systems (GIS), visualiza
 tion, data fusion, data mining, etc.

 Whatever products are produced, it
 is important to have an established
 authorship policy that covers both
 those conducting the synthesis and
 those who contributed data. One of

 the most important products may be
 the creation of a database, which can
 be used by involved participants and
 also can be submitted to a data
 archive or published in ESA's Eco
 logical Archives <http://esapubs.org/
 archivo

 Plan future activities.?Because
 of the extensive processing of data
 from a variety of sources, the partici
 pants in a synthesis study are in a
 unique position to build on their ex
 perience to improve future studies.
 They can suggest where data gaps
 exist and ways to reduce uncertainty
 in results with additional new data

 collection. Or they may consider gen
 eralizing their results by adding more
 sites, more years, or more people for
 continued synthesis studies. They can
 summarize lessons learned on har

 monizing data and write a guideline
 of principles and procedures for
 new measurements.

 2) What are ways to increase the
 incentives to share data?

 Cross-site studies often are excit

 ing and creative because they bring
 together diverse individuals to con
 tribute their data and expertise to
 ward a common objective that may
 be impossible to achieve alone. How
 ever, the group dynamics can also
 be challenging when individuals
 need to share data (with documenta

 tion and within a time schedule) and
 participate in a project without full
 funding or the recognition that would
 come from a senior-authored paper
 on their own research. A successful

 cross-site study needs to have leader
 ship that appreciates the sociological
 challenges and provides ways to
 maintain communication, a policy on
 data sharing, and a means to share
 recognition of products.

 Fortunately, there are expanding
 venues to receive credit for partici
 pating in cross-site studies (e.g.,
 Ecological Archives and the recogni
 tion of multiauthored papers by most
 journals); however, there still are is
 sues of giving credit to people doing
 data work and developing policy for
 including data-sharing and group pub
 lications in tenure review. The more

 we can do to build machinery for
 data publishing that promotes data
 sharing and saving legacy data, the

 more the ability to do long-term stud
 ies will increase. The ecological com

 munity has been addressing the issues
 related to fairness in data sharing,
 both on the part of the requester and
 the provider (T?te and Jones 1991).

 Many participants recognized the
 intellectual value to their research in

 participating in cross-site studies in
 which their data were analyzed in a
 larger context. Database compilation

 may result in their data being harmo
 nized and, in some cases, digitized
 for the first time. Often the opportuni
 ties to travel, interact with colleagues,
 and publish synthesis work are all in
 centives.

 The need to standardize methods,
 data storage, and data format can be
 a large impediment to sharing data,
 and sometimes a top-down approach
 is needed. However, interoperability
 is another approach that can be used
 to combine new data or to bring in
 older data.

 3) How is the paradigm for con
 ducting science changing as the scope
 of research broadens, and what then
 are the new challenges for ecological
 informatics?

 The traditional ways of doing ecol
 ogy may not scale up to regional and
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 global studies; we are undergoing a
 paradigm shift from a hunter-gath
 erer mode of doing research to a
 harvester mode with integrated, inter
 disciplinary databases (W. Michener,
 personal communication). Developing
 successful partnerships may require
 new skills, new technology, new data
 sets, new integration methods, and
 new visualization tools. Another de

 mand is to provide enhanced access
 to data, information, and knowledge
 for a range of customers?researchers,
 students, managers, policy makers,
 and society (S. Stafford, personal
 communication). The following spe
 cific challenges were articulated:

 move from fragmentation to in
 tegration,

 grow the resource base (financial
 and technological),

 develop new ways to access and
 present information to the commu
 nity,

 build new tools for developing
 networks of environmental instru
 mentation,

 adopt collaborative analysis and
 promote teamwork, and

 strengthen the work force of in
 formation managers and statisticians.

 The evolution of a new field:
 "Ecoinformatics"

 Much of the process and many of
 the issues discussed here are part of
 ecoinformatics, "a broad interdiscipli
 nary science that incorporates both
 conceptual and practical tools for the
 understanding, generation, processing,
 and propagation of ecological infor
 mation" (W. Michener, personal com
 munication). The components of eco
 informatics infrastructure include net

 worked data storage, tools and proce
 dures for facilitating data integration
 and synthesis, and resources to pro
 mote and support synthetic research.
 This new science builds on the evo
 lution in understanding and action
 in information management over the

 past two decades. The 1980s were
 primarily devoted to developing data
 management methods, whereas the
 1990s focused on developing the
 delivery of network information (J.
 Brunt, personal communication). The
 challenge for the 2000s is building
 the data, information, and knowledge
 infrastructure for advancing ecologi
 cal science.

 There is an important role for
 ecological scientists to play in the
 advance of ecoinformatics; they are
 being called to volunteer to serve as
 "drivers," collaborators, and dream
 ers to help test and develop an inte
 grated advanced computational infra
 structure (P. Arzberger, personal com

 munication). Today's partnerships are
 building the infrastructure for tomir
 row, and the infrastructure develop
 ment process needs to be guided by
 applications and users.
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